We will not stop until KU is no longer #AGreatPlaceToBe UNSAFE.
50% of trans people experience sexual violence. What do I do when I am next?
So... I only need to write an essay to get out of trouble?
We won't be silenced.
When I say no, I mean NO.
Let's support survivors.
#AGreatPlacetoBeUnsafe
Only "yes" means "yes"
IF YOU GIVE THE RAPIST AN ESSAY YOU GIVE FUTURE WOMEN SILENCE
KU Administration:

In addition to fixing the numerous problems with the way you handle sexual assault, you must provide alcohol education that students will take seriously. Alcohol goes hand-in-hand with sexual assault and alcohol education is a JOKE.
I'm here because
I shouldn't be scared to walk to my car at night on campus.

I'm here because
I should not be afraid for her safety at this institution.
If I take Birth Control, it does not mean you have permission to Rape me, OR dismiss the Rape!
QUESTION: ANTIQUATED IDEAS OF MASCULINITY
This Campus USED to be my SANCTUARY

#KUFails LFK
Because I shouldn't have to voice that rape is wrong.

(fuck) slut shaming.
ECM + SEC

the September Siblings
CONSENT IS ENTHUSIASTIC YES
not just consent but enthusiastic consent
not just consent but enthusiastic consent
My body is **NOT** an educational experience.
#1OA failed to teach students that online sexualization and shaming is STILL SEXUAL HARASSMENT.
#I survived without IOA
Do you know the definition of RAPE?
50% of trans people will experience sexual assault ... which one of us?